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Platform operators have devoted significant effort to combating misinformation on behalf of their users. Users
are also stakeholders in this battle, but their efforts to combat misinformation go unsupported by the platforms.
In this work, we consider three new user affordances that give social media users greater power in their fight
against misinformation: (1) the ability to provide structured accuracy assessments of posts, (2) user-specified
indication of trust in other users, and (3) and user configuration of social feed filters according to assessed
accuracy. To understand the potential of these designs, we conducted a need-finding survey of 192 people
who share and discuss news on social media, finding that many already act to limit or combat misinformation,
albeit by repurposing existing platform affordances that lack customized structure for information assessment.
We then conducted a field study of a prototype social media platform that implements these user affordances
as structured inputs to directly impact how and whether posts are shown. The study involved 14 participants
who used the platform for a week to share news while collectively assessing their accuracy. We report on users’
perception and use of these affordances. We also provide design implications for platforms and researchers
based on our empirical observations.
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1 Introduction
Modern social media platforms invest substantial effort in detecting and addressing misinforma-
tion [5, 10, 101]. However, these efforts treat users as mere consumers of that information, without
agency.

In reality, people have always worked together to determine truth. Epistemologists have charac-
terized social construction of knowledge which is based on individuals receiving testimony from
trusted sources about information that they cannot verify by direct observation [100]. On social
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platforms, any user posting a comment about the accuracy or inaccuracy of a post is contributing
to the socially constructed knowledge of others who trust them [14]. As we will argue below, while
social platforms permit the interactions needed for such knowledge construction, they do not
support them particularly well and indeed sometimes interfere with them— for example, when a
user’s comment asserting that a post is false is treated as a signal of “engagement” that spreads the
post more widely.

In this work, we explore how social platforms might be modified to provide more explicit support
for the social construction of knowledge, in particular for distinguishing accurate from inaccurate
information. We propose to do so by incorporating some of the key concepts from the social
construction of knowledge—trust and testimony—explicitly into the data model and user interface
of a social platform, to make it easier for users to work with these components. In particular, we
propose:

(1) accuracy assessment of posts by users as part of the data model;
(2) user-specified indications of which sources and other users they trust to assess posts; and
(3) filters that users can configure to block from their feed posts assessed as inaccurate by other

users they trust.

As we elaborate below, these user affordances can provide support within a system for tactics
that users currently must (and often do) apply without system support. Support within the system
makes these tactics easier to apply and more effective. In contrast to centralized systems of accuracy
assessment currently employed by many platforms, such as content labels applied by fact checkers
or platform moderators [3, 5], we propose a decentralized approach led by users. Such approaches
can be more scalable then centralized ones, marshalling more resources than platforms can allocate
to combat information. In addition, a centralized approach where platforms make a determination of
truth can be at tension with freedom of speech and autonomy of individuals deciding what content
to consume [101]. While empowering users to make these choices may carry risks for certain users
whose social networks have succumbed to misinformation, it might also benefit those who mistrust
platforms or find labels paternalistic [91], and for whom existing interventions backfire. We assess
these novel user affordances in two ways: first, a survey of 192 participants that aims to assess
whether and how users would value the affordances we propose, and second, a one-week field
study of fourteen participants using a prototype social media platform that implements all three
ideas as system features. Finally, we discuss the benefits (and risks) of providing greater autonomy
to users towards combating misinformation collectively.

The main contributions of our work are: 1) A broader understanding of how social media users
deal with misinformation in their feed, how they seek the help of each other in this effort, and what
is lacking in the platforms to support user needs 2) The design of user affordances that give a social
platform’s users greater agency to protect themselves and their social circle from misinformation
3) empirical understanding of how users would perceive and use these affordances; and 4) design
implications for platforms and researchers based on our empirical observations.

1.1 Approach
This work was motivated by observations of how users currently attempt to help each other cope
with misinformation, and how their efforts are obstructed by current social platforms. Years ago, the
third author noticed a number of anti-vaccine posts from an individual they did not follow appearing
in their Facebook feed. Further investigation revealed that a doctor friend had been commenting
on these posts, explaining why they were false. Because Facebook surfaces commented posts to
friends of the commenter, the doctor’s efforts led to increased visibility of this misinformation.
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More generally, as platforms track engagement to decide what to prioritize in their algorithmic
feeds, engagement to repudiate a post can make it spread.

Imagine if instead the doctor could mark the anti-vaccine post as inaccurate, similar to how posts
are currently “liked” or “upvoted” on platforms. Unlike an ambiguous human-language comment
or reaction—e.g., a “laugh” that could signify disdain at an incorrect post or conversely, approval of
its remarks—an “inaccurate” flag provides an unequivocal signal informing the platform that the
post should not be spread more widely. This scenario motivates the first user affordance that we
examine: affordances for users to rate the accuracy of posts they see, for the benefit of other users.

The second user affordance we investigate is providing to users the ability to indicate which other
accounts they trust when it comes to assessing information accuracy. In existing data models for
capturing relationships, users can “follow” or “friend” other accounts; however, a user may choose
to follow or be friends with others that they nevertheless do not trust when it comes to assessing
information accuracy. If users have the ability to assign these more nuanced relationships, then
they can delegate to their trusted connections—such as the doctor in the above example—the power
to flag or even remove misinformation from the user’s feed. As part of this design idea, we also
examine allowing users to post articles with a request for assessment from trusted associates; when
the associates respond with assessments, the original poster can be notified and their information
need resolved.

Integrating accuracy assessments and trust relationships into the platform’s data model creates an
additional opportunity to filter posts from a user’s feed based on their accuracy status as assessed by
trusted associates. Thus, the third new user affordance we investigate is to provide user-configurable
filters for blocking certain information from their feed, for example, information assessed false by
someone they trust. This design idea is informed by prior work which reports that users are more
satisfied when given controls for manipulating their feed [104]; and that in the absence of such
control over their algorithmically curated feed, users try to find ways to see or hide certain content,
although with uncertain efficacy [27]. Not only can accuracy assessments be used individually,
but because assessments are structured, they can also be automatically aggregated and compared.
For example, if a user assesses a post as true, and someone they trust assesses it as false, then
the discrepancy indicates a disagreement. The participating assessors’ attention can be drawn to
the disagreement, and they can attempt to resolve it, leading either to a change in assessment, or
perhaps a change in trust relationships.

1.2 Evaluation
To determine whether these ideas might help users, we designed two studies. The first phase was
aimed at understanding whether there are indeed needs for the affordances we were envisioning, by
investigating users’ current practices with reading and sharing online content. This investigation
surfaced themes that are largely missing from the body of research on misinformation, related
to how users use platform features to take collective action against misinformation and what is
lacking in platforms to support users’ needs and processes.
Through a survey of a diverse group of 192 people, we found that users already provide and

receive corrections in their social circle, and they ask and are asked about the accuracy of content.
To do so, they repurpose the features that are offered by platforms, such as comment, like, and
share. These ambiguous signals can be misinterpreted by the platform or different users, with
undesirable consequences. In addition, participants follow both those sources they do and do not
trust for a variety of reasons, and would find benefit in being able to curate their feed based on
these trust relationships. We also found that while some users wanted to automatically filter out
content assessed as inaccurate or unverified, others preferred to view that content with a flag or be
able to access it separately from their main feed.
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To test how users might actually use these new affordances if given the opportunity, we built
and conducted a field study on a social content sharing platform prototype called Trustnet 1 that
offers the paradigm of user empowerment described above, where users can assess news, specify
the sources they trust, and filter their news feed based on accuracy assessments provided by their
trusted sources. The platform then displays structured accuracy assessments next to posts. The
user study involved 14 users who joined the study with at least one other person from their social
circle and used the system for a week. We saw that participants used the system as intended, were
capable of assessing posts, and saw value in the norms that the platform established, such as vetting
posts before sharing. They also saw value in facilitating inquiries about the accuracy of posts and
in seeing assessments from others. We found that participants used the filters in different ways,
some configuring their feed to show only articles confirmed by trusted sources, others keeping
refuted or disputed articles in their main feed, and some using the filters to seek out such articles.
The user study also revealed the need for enhancing the assessment functionality to cover a variety
of complications such as true-but-misleading statements, slant, or a mismatch between content
and headline.

2 Related Work
We draw from related work to motivate each of our design affordances and explain how they can
help users in the fight against misinformation.

2.1 Accuracy Assessment of Content By Users
Below, we discuss related work to explain why we chose a decentralized approach to labeling
of misinformation and that our affordances help users have rich indications of credibility upon
encountering content and even after exposure.

2.1.1 Informing Users of Inaccuracies at Reading Time. The prevalence of misinformation in online
spaces has led researchers to examine how to identify misleading or inaccurate information using
strategies such as machine learning algorithms [17, 86, 88, 94, 108] or crowdsourcing credibility
annotations of articles or sources [4, 9, 26, 39, 52, 85]. Platforms have also invested in misinformation
detection by using automation, paid human moderators, and partnerships with third party fact-
checkers [3, 5].

Platforms take action against misinformation by flagging or labeling it, reducing its visibility, and
even removing it [10, 21, 76]. While some degree of platform intervention is necessary for harmful
behaviors such as toxic language or child abuse [58, 81], a broader platform goal of governing truth
can be at tension with freedom of speech and autonomy of individuals deciding what content to
consume [101]. Related is a study which reports that while some users find platform assigned labels
helpful and even wish for stronger labels for content that has a stronger perceived harm, others
find the labels judgmental, paternalistic, and against the platform ethos [91]. The decentralized
approach that we pursue in assigning accuracy labels to content allows for developing labels that
are not governed by the platforms.
Rather than determining what information users should or should not see, a body of work has

examined attempts to warn users about misinformation or bad actors. These attempts include
compiling a list of credibility indicators that news media can use to differentiate themselves from
alternative or low credibility media [112] and flagging the accuracy of posts by platforms and
content moderators [76]. Among the studies that examine the effectiveness of these approaches,
Clayton et al. report that tagging news stories as false or misleading reduces their perceived
accuracy [19]. This approach can have unintended consequences as the perceived accuracy of news
1http://trustnet.csail.mit.edu/
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stories without warnings may increase, or users may be enticed to click on the tagged inaccurate
content [57, 82]. Informed by this prior work, in our prototype system, we distinguish content
that was assessed (either true or false) distinctly from content that was not assessed and is thus
unverified, in order to discourage users from ascribing any default accuracy to content. Our design
makes this possible because assessments are captured and displayed in structured form.
Research is mixed about whether fact-checking leads to correcting misperceptions, and the

contentions seem to suggest the circumstances play an important role in when corrections succeed.
On one hand, in some studies involving commonly held misperceptions in the domain of news,
such as Iraq’s possession of WMD before the U.S. invasion and a link between vaccines and autism,
researchers find that presenting corrections alongside articles touting misperceptions can in fact
strengthen those misperceptions among people who are more prone to believe them [78, 79].
Related are studies reporting that exposure to opposing views can exacerbate polarization [8, 18,
109]. On the other hand, Bode & Vraga report that presenting correcting information through
debunking articles suggested by Facebook’s algorithm as well as through comments left by other
users can in fact change prior misperceptions [11, 12]. Other studies have examined the role that
corrections from sources such as governmental agencies, research institutions, news media, and
other social media users have on improving the accuracy of users’ belief in scientific issues in
various domains [13, 105, 106].

Unlike this prior work, we focus on accuracy assessments performed only by sources a user has
specified they trust. We take inspiration from studies finding that social media users are more likely
to attend to and accept fact-checking information from friends compared to strangers [38, 68].
Related is a Twitter field experiment that found being corrected by a stranger significantly reduced
the quality of content that users subsequently shared [75].

2.1.2 Correcting Misinformation after Exposure. Another body of work has probed how posts
making corrections fare on social media compared to the posts they refute. These corrections
typically appear only after an inaccuracy has already spread and been viewed by users. For instance,
Starbird et al. report that tweets that correct rumors on social media often propagate with a delay
and their number is much lower than those that spread the misinformation [98]. Zubiaga et al. find
that tweets supporting unverified rumors are retweeted more than tweets denying the rumor or
those that are posted after the rumor is resolved. Therefore, once a rumor has been debunked, users
do not make the same effort to inform others about its falsehood [114]. Shin et al. analyze rumors
spread on Twitter during the 2012 election and find that they mostly continued to propagate even
after professional fact-checking organizations had published debunking information [92]. As can
be seen, a major drawback of such corrections is that they may be slow to arrive while a piece of
misinformation is spreading widely. Thus, we design our new affordances to mitigate this issue in
a few ways. First, we prompt would-be-sharers for an accuracy assessment before they share any
content. This results in assessments that match in scale and time to the shared content. Second, any
content that is missing an assessment is shown as such and does not have the same appearance
as content assessed as true. Finally, we enable users to inquire about the accuracy of posts from
others they trust, thus speeding up the process of getting important content assessed.

2.2 User-Specified Indication of Trust in Others
Our affordances confer the power of content moderation to users. This is similar to peer production
systems like Wikipedia or Reddit [41] where governance is determined by the community. However,
while users in peer production communities are expected to collaboratively develop a single source
of “truth”, we propose that we also empower users to choose whose “truth” they want to heed. We
present a model where users make their own decision about who they trust to provide sensible and
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useful assessments and whose content they wish to see based on these assessments. This model is
rooted in prior work on the importance of trust in building knowledge.

2.2.1 Situating Our Work in Epistemology. Our work relates to epistemology in that we consider
structured ways to capture and report on how knowledge is constructed in a social network.
According to theories relating to epistemology, to have knowledge about something is to have
a justified belief in it. A belief is justified if the believer possesses evidence for it (Evidentialism
theory) or if it originates in a reliable source (Reliabilism theory). Examples of reliable sources are
perception, reason, and the testimony of someone reliable [100]. Believing someone’s assessment
about a post online is an instance of obtaining knowledge through testimony. Bruckman asserts that
the reliability of such a testimonial exchange online is determined by the features of the platform
where this exchange happens as well as social norms for people contributing content there [14].
The affordances that we propose for adoption by platforms in this work are aimed at making users
more aware of what content is credible by virtue of its assessor and thus, enhancing the reliability
of a testimonial exchange.

2.2.2 Source Credibility and Trust. Because of the sheer volume of information available online,
users rely on cognitive processing of heuristics and cues to determine which content is credible
and worth their further attention [72, 73]. Although these heuristic judgements are triggered prior
to more systematic cognitive analyses, they can also aid subsequent systematic information seek-
ing [103]. Research has called for using these cues to guide users toward more accurate credibility
judgements [61, 103]. One such heuristic is the credibility of the information source [30, 45, 74],
which is not an objective property but rather the source’s believability as perceived by a user [30].
Research characterizes source credibility as comprised of three dimensions: expertise/competence
(i.e., the degree to which a perceiver believes a sender to know the truth), trustworthiness (i.e., the
degree to which a perceiver believes a sender would tell the truth as they know it), and goodwill (i.e.,
the degree to which a perceiver believes a sender has the receiver’s best interests at heart) [61, 70].
Users have also self-reported using their trust in the poster of a content and their perception of
the poster’s influence, topical expertise, and reputation as heuristics in determining the content’s
credibility [64, 74, 99].

Our design idea of allowing users to explicitly mark certain sources as trustworthy can conceiv-
ably help users reflect on the credibility of their information sources. It can also increase attention
to the perceived credibility of sources of content appearing on users’ feeds. Although one’s trust
relationship to a source may vary from topic to topic, in our proposed design, we start with the
simpler case of enabling users to mark who they generally trust irrespective of topic. In the future,
this could be enhanced to allow for topic-specific trust relationships. However, it is conceivable
that this may not be necessary if users self-select towards only assessing on topics where they have
expertise, as others have the power to stop trusting their assessments in the system.
This approach of democratizing trust and decision-making rather than ceding these powers

to centralized platform-assigned moderators has been implemented on platforms that permit
subcommunities or groups to appoint moderators, such as Reddit or Facebook. The community
moderators on these platforms develop their rules and norms independently from the platforms and
are given the power of deciding which content to allow or remove. The space of users’ involvement
in the decision-making is constrained to joining these communities or leaving them. Our proposed
affordance is a natural extension of this idea—rather than limiting the assessment decision to a
small number of moderators, we explore the idea of allowing users to appoint any arbitrary set
of other users to serve as moderators for them, by heeding their assessments of content accuracy.
Other areas in prior work that have explored decentralized decision-making include subjective
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moderation in chat, against email harassment, for allowing or removing content, or for developing
policies for platform governance [20, 29, 33, 48, 65, 111].

2.3 User-Configured Filter of Accuracy Over Feed
While structured assessments and customized trust relationships could be used as input for algo-
rithmic curation of feeds, we made the decision to instead give the power of feed filtering to users.
This decision was rooted in the body of research on how users interact with and perceive curation
algorithms and users’ desire for more agency.
On platforms, users are given a limited set of actions such as like, follow, or mute to tune their

algorithmically curated feeds. However, because of the complexity of these algorithms, the large
number of features that they take as inputs besides the ones consciously controlled by the user,
and the fact that their inner-workings are hidden [24], users’ actions do not necessarily procure
users’ desired effects or the algorithms end up violating user expectations [23, 60]. The absence
of a direct translation from user inputs to effects has led users to conjure folk theories of how
algorithms operate [22, 28, 89]. Research has found that users are dissatisfied with algorithms
making all decisions on their behalf [15] and more satisfied when given control over curation of
their feed [104]. In the absence of controls, user attempt to find ways around the algorithm, albeit
with uncertain efficacy [27, 80].

Kerr & Earle have warned against the dangers of opacity in algorithms that employ preemptive
prediction which delimit a user’s access without providing a choice, and often without their
knowledge [51]. An example of such an algorithm could be one that presents a feed of only the
content that is deemed as reliable or accurate to the user. If given the power, a user may wish to
seek unverified or inaccurate content for a variety of reasons, e.g., to assess it for the benefit of
their friends and family [66] or to be aware of what content they share [89]. Therefore, in our
design, we provide users with an accuracy filter and leave it to them to decide what content they
wish to see based on their settings of accuracy (posts assessed as accurate, inaccurate, those with
disagreeing assessments, or those whose accuracy others want to know about) and according to
which assessors.

3 Method
To evaluate our design affordances, we designed two studies. Study 1 was a survey that aimed at
evaluating whether there were indeed needs for the design affordances that we were envisioning.
Study 2 evaluated the design affordances through a field-study of a platform that implemented
them. The reason for the first study is that the effort and time that goes into developing a prototype
that offered the affordances was substantial, and therefore we needed to determine whether the
pursuit was worth the effort.
The survey of Study 1 had two main parts: First, it inquired about people’s current practices of

reading and sharing online content and if and how they ask for assessments or provide assessments
to others. This part allowed us to ascertain that users do indeed engage in providing and seeking
assessments but without system support. It also informed us about the diversity of behaviors
that users manifest as they try to repurpose existing system functionalities in their quest for the
truth. The second part was intended as an early evaluation of our design ideas, by capturing users’
perceptions of a hypothetical system that offered affordances that were aimed at facilitating their
current practices.

Study 2 was a field study of a prototype system that complemented our earlier evaluation Study
1 and served as a technology probe into the problem space. It allowed us to understand user needs
and observe user behaviors in a real setting, where instead of imagining the technology, users could
interact with it and with each other by using it [42].
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4 Study 1: A Survey of Practices, Laments, and Wishes
This section describes our Survey study. We began this study with our general hypothesis about
user needs and behaviors, and about new affordances that would help users meet these needs more
effectively. We designed questions aimed at determining (i) whether there is evidence that our
hypothesized needs are real, and (ii) whether there is evidence that our affordances would help
address those needs. We found evidence supporting these hypotheses, both explicitly articulated
needs for the affordances, as well as signs that user behavior and effort were shifted in sub-optimal
directions by the absence of these affordances.

4.1 Procedure
The survey comprised four sections. The first concerned users’ online content reading and sharing
practices including what they like about the platforms they use and their reasons for sharing news or
debating with friends. The second targeted the sources within users’ social circles including whether
they are trustworthy, whether and how users cope with sources that post inaccurate information,
whether and how they tweak their feed to see fewer posts by untrustworthy sources given the
controls offered by platforms, and whether and how they provide fact-checking information to
their friends or seek their friends’ judgement to assess content accuracy. The third section asked
about users’ trust practices including how they decide who to trust to share reliable content. The
fourth investigated how users would engage with a social content sharing tool that provides various
kinds of accuracy filters and whether and how they would help friends filter out false or unreliable
information from their feeds. The research team held multiple meetings to discuss and iterate on
the questions for clarity and comprehensiveness.
Following the main section, participants then answered a demographics questionnaire that

involved questions on political preference and theistic ideologies, among others. We adopted the
questionnaire from previous work on misinformation [45]. The full questionnaire is included in
Supplementary Materials.
We advertised the study on a mailing list and through Facebook. We asked that the Facebook

post be reshared so that we would reach a broad and diverse population. Indeed, the responses
indicated that some users had encountered the survey in private Facebook groups of which they
were part. At the end of the study, we raffled off $50 Amazon gift cards to 3 random participants.
Our study was approved by our Institutional Review Board.

Once we had obtained answers, a member of the research team performed an inductive thematic
analysis on the responses to each of the questions and assigned codes to them. Sometimes a response
to a question contained answers to other questions in which case those idea units were also given
the relevant codes. Through subsequent passes over the data, the codes that had too much similarity
were merged and others showing distinct changes were split. We did not calculate inter-rater
reliability because we developed the codes as part of a thematic analysis to yield concepts and
themes [71].

4.2 Participants
A total of 154 participants completed the survey of whom 149 provided at least partial demo-
graphic information. The number of responses for some of the questions exceeds 154 because some
participants abandoned the survey before its completion. The total number of participants who
provided at least partial answers was 192. Participants who provided demographic information
were distributed across a wide range of age with a median of 50 years old. 53% of participants
identified as female. The median for income was $100,000 to $149,999 (ranging from less than
$10,000 to $150,000 or more); and for highest degree received, Master’s degree (ranging from high
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school diploma to Doctoral degree or M.D./J.D.). 31% identified as Democrat, 22% as Republican, 29%
as Independent, and 19% as Other including Libertarian. With respect to ethnicity, 104 identified as
White/Caucasian, 15 as Asian, 8 as mixed (e.g., White, and/or African American, and/or American
Indian or Alaska Native, and/or Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, and/or Asian), and 18 as Other.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Users Share Content for Multiple Conflicting Reasons that Are Not Transparent to Readers.
The responses to this question uncovered the often conflicting reasons for sharing content. This
inconsistency was mostly due to the absence of explicit channels for providing or asking the others
for credibility assessments. This led users to share content sometimes to endorse it, sometimes
to declare it as inaccurate, or other times to ask other users for assessments. This conflation can
have the unintended consequence of surfacing a false or unverified post to other users as well as
the platform who may have their own interpretation of why the content is shared. Because of this
conflation, some users refrained from sharing content, thus missing the opportunity of warning
others about content they knew to be false.
For the majority of participants (N=152 out of 192 respondents who provided answer to this

question), sharing was a sign of implicit endorsement, as they stated that they share news to inform
others.
“I fairly often share news stories in comment threads that are on topic either to inform, to correct

prior misstatements, or because there was a request for information.”
Many participants also shared content to analyze it and provide assessment of its legitimacy,

accuracy, bias, etc (N=88 or 46%). The occasions when participants engage in sharing for assessing a
post include when its content or headline is bogus, out of date, or misleading, they want to provide
relevant disclaimers and context related to one’s area of knowledge that may not make it into
popular coverage for news, they wish to offer commentary, or they share a story from multiple
different sources to demonstrate bias:

“I sometimes offer comical commentary to accompany high-level summaries that appear in the news.
For example, comparing local news coverage of how universities initially responded to the COVID-19
outbreaks to the statements that were shared internally. Or, for news that is relevant to my research
field I try to provide the relevant disclaimers and context that don’t necessarily make it into popular
coverage.”
A number of participants (11% or N=22) share to invite assessments and opinions from their

social circle, to encourage conversation, and to challenge other people’s beliefs:
“I always like to see what other people think about the same news story I’ve read. Sometimes getting

other people’s input helps me educate myself more about the topic. Especially if they offer different
links and views. I like to look at ALL sides before making my final judgement”
Conversely, some (5% or N=9) specifically refrain from sharing articles that they know are not

accurate because they believe sharing is an endorsement of the accuracy of the content, they do
not want to invest their energy, they believe journalists and advocacy groups are already providing
fact-checking information, others would not change their mind about their misperceptions, or that
the biases of different sources are already known.

“Explicitly, I don’t think I do this (in the sense that i’m not likely to share a story with a comment like
"wow, how biased towards X" or "wow, this is wrong"). But implicitly, I don’t share stories that i don’t
think are a) interesting and b) either accurate factually or transparent in their viewpoint/opinion/bias
if that’s relevant. So my sharing is implicitly an endorsement of merit in some dimension.”

This observation points to a missed opportunity that although these users possess the knowledge
to assess certain content, because they choose not to conflate their assessment with sharing, their
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social circle who are likely to come across the misinforming content by other means may fall prey
to misinformation.
53% of participants (N=102) said they share a news post to convey their feeling about it. Other

reasons include to advocate on an issue or ask for an action (e.g., signing a petition), for entertain-
ment, because someone would find it funny or relevant, or for social grooming and to maintain
connectivity with one’s social circle. These use cases are all other examples of how the share
functionality is overloaded with multiple and often incompatible intentions and consequences [44].

Some participants (24% or N=47) however, stated that they rarely share news posts. Their reasons
included because they want to keep their online presence minimal, do not want to overwhelm
the others, assume others are more informed or can find their own sources, do not want to start
arguments between those who are of different opinions or to alienate people, believe their views are
presumed not welcome, cannot fact-check every piece and are wary of spreading misinformation,
or fear that their sharing news can be deemed inappropriate based on the sharing platform and the
user’s role within it, for instance, when their colleagues are on the platform.
The fear that one might contribute to the spread of misinformation when sharing posts can be

addressed with a clear signal at posting time inquiring about the accuracy of the post. In addition,
introducing controls for filtering their feed to see what they wish could mitigate users’ concerns of
potentially overwhelming recipients.
Some of the themes that our participants discussed are aligned with prior work that report

information sharing and seeking, changing minds, and maintaining and extending one’s social
network as drivers of sharing news on social media [40, 59, 63, 64, 107]. Prior studies also mention
reputation seeking and being part of the crowd for instance, for viral posts, as other motivations
for sharing news [59, 107], which our participants did not discuss.

All these observations indicate the need for the explicit separation of accuracy assessment from
sharing or, more broadly, the functionalities that platforms are already providing. With accuracy
captured and displayed in structured form, as our proposed affordances offer, the intended message
of a share will not be confused with endorsement, by either the platform or other users.

4.3.2 Users Encounter Content that They Know to be Unreliable. The responses to this question
indicated that regular users should not be treated as mere passive consumers of misinformation
who do not realize that they have fallen prey to it and who should be saved. Rather, many users
view online content with scrutiny and at the time of exposure to a piece of content or later judge
the content to be false.

82% of participants (N=146) stated that they at least occasionally see people or organizations they
follow online share content that they know to be false, biased, or of unverified accuracy, or that they
later find to be false. These unreliable posts take the form of articles from biased press or networks
with propaganda, outdated, sensationalized, misleading, or inaccurate articles, misleading headlines
or translations, misattributed quotes, misplaced image captions, claims with no supporting proof,
and claims that are not in agreement with one another:
“Even though I’m right of center, I don’t trust or value everything that comes from PragerU, for

example. Though I probably agree with them on a lot, I think their content is not well explained or
documented and know that some of it is designed to manipulate rather than educate. I would not share
their content with friends. I feel the same about Daily Wire, Breitbart, and Daily Caller, for example.”

Participants believe these posts to be false based on their general knowledge of the matter, domain
expertise, firsthand knowledge—“I used to have a role in government, and I would see news stories that I
knew were inaccurate because they were about meetings where I had been present.”, presentation of the
claim, and their knowledge of the bias of the source—“...many individual journalists see themselves
as crusaders against Trump, and they allow those biases to override any professional standards they
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once had. Anything that cites an expert with a PhD is likely biased to the left, like academia in general
is 80+% leftist...”. These rationales are in alignment with the reasons why people disbelieve news,
reported by Jahanbakhsh et. al [45].

4.3.3 Many users Rely on Trusted Sources to Provide Assessments. We investigated whether partici-
pants consider certain people or organizations whom they follow online to have informed opinions
and whether and how they seek the judgement of these sources on posts that they encounter. We
found that users already engage in seeking assessments from various trusted sources. They do
so by repurposing various existing platform features or, because there is no explicit feature for
seeking assessments, by passively waiting for information from those sources.

79% of respondents (N=142 out of 180 respondents who provided answer to this question) stated
that they indeed follow certain sources they believe are worthy of trust. Examples included scientists
and people with domain-knowledge, certain commentators, diarists, analysts, authors, journalists,
or politicians that they deemed well-informed, certain news organizations, activist groups, Facebook
groups, subreddits, friends, and family. Therefore, the traditional practice of knowledge building by
testimony from someone reliable is also exercised on online platforms [100].

Participants indicated they use a variety of methods to seek the judgement of these sources. Some
tag these sources in a comment or on the post where their assessment is needed, or share the post
with them on social media. Others seek their opinion privately, via direct messages or email. Some
participants specified that they can obtain the opinion of their trusted sources only by reading their
posts because they are not personally acquainted with these sources or because they are concerned
the sources might be too busy. Other approaches included writing comments on a trusted blogger’s
blog post or visiting one’s trusted websites such as Snopes that have already published a piece on
the topic.

This observation provides evidence for the value of our affordances. In a system that captures and
displays assessments on content, a trusted source might have already assessed the content when
the user encounters it. In this scenario, displaying the assessment would save the user the effort of
(and fear of burdening others by) requesting that assessment. Such a system would also provide the
assessment at the time the information is encountered, as the effect of post-hoc corrections can be
too little too late [97, 98, 114]. Our affordances facilitate requesting assessments if none yet exists
and lower the burden of providing one, both of which are likely to increase this desired behavior.

4.3.4 Users Provide Assessments to Their Social Circle. We found that many users are assigned
a fact-checking role by their social circle. With users already embracing this role even without
system support, there is potential for streamlining the process, through structured requests for
assessments and structured ways to capture them.

51% of the participants (N=92) said that their friends rely on them to verify or refute information
found online. They receive these requests by having their names tagged on posts or through private
messages. In response, participants research the topic, provide explanations grounded in their
expertise or experience, translate scientific articles into a more approachable language, direct their
friends to better sources or to supporting articles on trusted sources, point out misleading language
in the article, ask questions and allow people to think and come to their own conclusions, or explain
that they are not well-informed about the subject.
“My parents often ask me about medical information they see or health recommendations. I do

research and try to distill conclusions from peer-reviewed articles into everyday terms.”
Participants mostly felt positive about helping provide information to their social circle, deemed

the request for their judgement as a display of trust and pleased to be considered an expert and
have their opinion respected and valued.
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The responsibility of providing fact-checking information for family and friends has been
discussed in the context of private and encrypted chat spaces, in which it is difficult for platforms
to moderate misinformation [66]. However, even on public spaces where platform moderation is
possible, users do still happily fulfill the role of on-demand fact-checkers for their social circle.
These observations provide evidence that people value the ability to provide assessments to

their social circle, which also suggests that our affordances for providing simpler and more visible
assessments would be valued.

4.3.5 Users Invest Effort in Increasing the Reliability of Their Own and Their Social Circle’s Feeds.
We found that many participants already use the small set of features offered by the platforms in
an attempt to curate a reliable feed for themselves, suggesting that our proposed accuracy filter
affordance could be well received by them. In addition, in their pursuit of a reliable feed, many act
as vigilantes against misinformation, actively fighting inaccuracies. We envision that by leveraging
their assessments captured through our proposed structured accuracy affordance and input into
our proposed accuracy filter, other users can benefit from a more reliable feed as well.
54% of participants (N=75 out of 140) employ a variety of methods to tweak their news feed

to see fewer posts by the people or organizations who post inaccurate content. These methods
include completely taking the content out of their feed (N=75) by unfollowing, unfriending, muting,
blocking, or snoozing the untrustworthy sources. Other methods are intended to train the feed
curation algorithm to show content from the unreliable sources less often (N=4):

“I remove the offending articles from my feed in hope that the algorithm picks up my hints.”
“Liking other things such that these show up less”
The phenomenon of users finding ways around a curation algorithm that chooses content for

them has also been reported by Eslami et al. [27].
Sometimes participants assume a more active role in fighting the unreliable content that they

encounter (59% or N=82 out of 138) by debating the credibility of the post with the poster, reaching
out to news publishing entities in an effort to notify them of inaccuracies in their content—“There are
numerous news agency channels in social media, whom i have seen put false news in them. I even tried
informing them of the mistake and they said they will investigate but they didn’t remove it.”, reporting
false content or the users who post inflammatory content to platforms, pointing the unreliable
content out to others in an effort to inform them—“Occasionally I’ll point out bad information to
people I know who are both affected by and it and might not be aware of it. e.g. mentioning to my
parents that "facemasks do nothing to stop corona" is probably wrong”, or expressing support for
those who correct the unreliable content—“...if something is particularly egregious, I will often "like"
someone’s comment that corrects/refutes/clarifies.”
In order to protect themselves from content that appears unreliable, participants seek fact-

checking information either actively, or through more passive means–“I have a 3-day rule – if
something "outrageous" is reported, wait three days and see what the real fall-out is. Usually, it
disappears quietly, after it’s been discounted and an apology has been issued on page”.

4.3.6 Users Do Not Always Want a Feed of Completely Reliable Content. Some participants (62% or
N=84 out of 136) believed that there were benefits to keeping unreliable content in their feed or
that the consequences of removing them outweighed the benefits. This is because in the absence of
clear accuracy signals, the separation of the concepts of follow and trust, or fine-grained accuracy
filters for feed customization, the only certain way to maintain a reliable feed on platforms is to
unfollow the sources of unreliable content and participants had various reasons for not doing so.

Therefore, not all participants engaged with unreliable content. Some indicated that they allow
it to remain in their feed because the unreliable content is infrequent, they believe all information
is to some extent unreliable, the sources of the unreliable content are friends, family, or people
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with whom they have shared interests, sometimes mistakes happen—“Doesn’t everyone make a
mistake now and then? While a news organization is the sum of its parts, individual contributors
and editors can still make bad judgement calls or find additional info after initial reporting.”, they
want to be aware of other perspectives and where different narratives overlap, they want to be
aware of what their friends and family think so they know how to talk to them or correct their
misconceptions—“Because I can then point out their fallacies and kindly show them where they are
wrong. And if I happen to share something unreliable, I expect them to do the same.”, unreliable sources
sometimes offer valid arguments—“Even though someone or [an] organization publishes false info,
they still have an absolute right to do so. I’m interested to see the whacked out POV of a conspiracy
theorist, like Alex Jones or David Remnick. Not for the novelty but for the grain of truth that may be
in there that I never would have seen if a craft algorithm scrubbed it from view...”, they are concerned
they might miss otherwise reliable content from these sources, they rely on major news publishing
media to correct inaccuracies in their content—“I do a lot of passive information consumption from
major sources, and they correct stories, flag warnings and try to be clear about their editorial policies”,
they deem the situation entertaining, or they do not know how to tweak their news feed— “...I have
looked into trying to mute them but I wasn’t sure how. . . ”. Prior work has also reported on users’
interaction with unreliable content in an attempt to learn more about different viewpoints and to
build counter arguments [64].

While, as indicated, many attempt to provide correcting information to the sources of unreliable
information in their feed, some believe such an engagement infringes on the source’s freedom of
speech rights—“Because it’s her [my mother-in-law’s] damn page to be annoying on if she wants to.
Nobody is making me follow it, read it, or believe it. If I don’t like it I can keep scrolling or unfollow
her. She has freedom of speech and expression, no matter how her chosen content makes anyone feel.”

Although many platforms already provide methods for filtering content from specific sources out
of one’s feed, participants’ responses indicated that these methods do not sufficiently address the
diversity of users’ needs. These needs motivate our design affordance of separating the concepts of
follow and trust, as well as allowing for accuracy assessments at the granularity of content, rather
than source.

Table 1. Participants’ ideas for a filter that can help users separate accurate from inaccurate content.

Filtering Ideas Quotes

Block content originating from cer-
tain sources

“I’d rather be able to block a source (i.e., news channels I know are unreliable) so that
I don’t see misinformation from news site A, newspaper B, pundit C, etc.”

Block information that has not yet
been verified only on certain topics

“it’s also domain-dependent. in the medical domain, i would like to see only the
accurate news; but in the politics domain, it’s hard to tell what accuracy means.”)

Block information that has not yet
been verified only from certain
sources

“I would appreciate this feature as well because it places the burden on me to think
hard about whom I trust.”

Flag unreliable or biased content
but keep it in the user’s feed

“I don’t think I’d use the filter if it removed it entirely- I think I’d want to see news
that had been flagged as false so if my parents or friends brought it up later, I’d be
able to refute it as fake news.”

Provide reasons why certain posts
are flagged

“I would want a tool that allowed me to view "blocked" articles separately along with
the specifics as to why they had been blocked. This would allow me to verify what is
being filtered and why which I believe is very important in a proposed filter.”

Display the provenance of the con-
tent

“Show the trail of who passed it on to whom!”

4.3.7 Users Are Receptive to a Filter for Blocking Misinformation Unless Operated By Platforms. We
asked participants to imagine they had a filter to block out all the misinformation on their feed, but
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not humor or complaints or any post that is not news. We then inquired whether they would use
such a filter and what features they desired in it.

Some participants (54% or N=83 out of 154) saw value in such a filter—“I think this kind of filter is
very useful for me to save my time and my attention.”. However, many respondents (48% or N=74)
including a number of those who perceived value in the filter interpreted this filter as one that
would be managed by the platforms, and raised doubts about or were vehemently opposed to
relinquishing the power of content filtering to an algorithm that executes the decision or carries
the biases of the people who have made it and whose judgement users do not necessarily trust.
“How could I rely on the filter? Who would be setting the parameters? As it is what Facebook and

Twitter do to “fix the problems” on their platforms is reprehensible. I would NEVER use ANYthing they
had to offer! It’s like 1984 coming to life! Or Big Brother, Altho from Big Business, not government.
Semitism is rampant on their sites, terrorists can communicate with no blowback, pedophiles, too. But
Twitter and Facebook check speech that might hurt someone’s feelings? Or political points of view that
counter the mainstream culture? Or points of view that don’t believe in global warming? It is outright
fascism to block those things. Especially while true bad stuff happens on their platforms.”

“I need to evaluate all sources. Good, bad, ugly. I don’t want some fuzzy-faced tech whiz or algorithm
written by a university-indoctrinated Progressive doing it for me. Of a MAGA partisan, for that matter.”
The participants who believed that this filter would be applied universally by the platforms

feared that its application could result in censorship of certain ideas.
These ideas mirror concerns raised by some scholars of law who argue that unregulated algo-

rithmic filtering undermines the notion of agency in the selection and consumption of content, and
that it can inhibit the development of a free market of ideas needed for citizens in a democratic
society to perform their civic duties [35, 54].
Other users interpreted the question as describing a single-source-of-truth filter that would be

enabled or disabled by the users, and were wary of creating a divide between those who chose to
apply the filter and those who did not:

“I also wonder what the bigger implications are – would such a filter only further the divides between
what people see based on algorithms vs what other people don’t see?”
Other reasons why participants did not wish to have their feed always filtered were to stay

abreast of what other people are thinking (N=25)—“I want to know what people are hearing/believing.
Can’t address it if you don’t know it...educated friend was starting to buy covid-is-a-bio-weapon...
seeing it told me to send him the 2007 research paper on mutations of SARS/Covid in horseshoe bats
in Wuhan... that concluded by describing the risk of transfer to humans as a "time bomb"” and to
cultivate their own critical thinking (N=3).
The participants who saw value in such a filter volunteered several ideas that they imagined

would help them separate accurate from inaccurate content, summarized in Table 1. Almost all of
these ideas are supported in the prototype platform that we built by virtue of our affordances.

This section validate users’ need for our affordance of personally configurable filters.

4.4 Summary
In summary, our survey provided evidence for the usefulness and desirability of our proposed
affordances for end users. Users passively consume accuracy assessments and actively seek them
out from sources they trust. Some are eager to share accuracy assessments and some are assigned a
fact-checker role by their friends and family. The lack of visible accuracy assessments can confuse
users as to the intended message of posting, as many take sharing a post as a signal of endorsement.
The fear of this confusion sometimes deters people from sharing their (in)accuracy assessments.
Users would like to have filters that block unreliable content, but do not trust those filters to be
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operated by the platforms. Instead, they want to be able to configure those filters themselves,
including to sometimes show inaccurate information so they can understand or refute it.

5 Study 2: Field Study of User Affordances for Truth Assessment on a Social Media
Platform

To complement Study 1’s survey of users’ current practices and desires, we turn towards collecting
empirical evidence of what users would actually do in a naturalistic setting if given user affordances
for truth assessment. We developed a prototype social content sharing platform (Trustnet) that
implements our three design ideas. It allows users to follow different sources—other users or news
publishing entities—to view the content that they post. In addition, users can specify which of their
sources they trust, and can filter their feed based on accuracy assessments provided on posts by
their trusted sources. This platform gives users enhanced control over their feed, allowing them to
block misinformation and leverage their social circle to highlight quality and accurate content to
them.

Due to the major changes to the data model and user experience that our design ideas necessitate,
we were compelled to design and build a system from scratch as opposed to piggybacking on an
existing platform [36], which permits only surface-level changes to user interactions.
Our platform’s client is written in Vue.js2 and connects to a Node.js server that we developed3.

The server interfaces with a MySQL database and a Redis server.

5.1 Features
Trustnet is modeled on the popular content-sharing platforms such as Facebook and Twitter. Users,
who we refer to more broadly as sources since we also represent entities such as news organizations
that publish content, are able to follow other sources. Users can post content, both content they
author themselves within the platform, as well as content on other sites specified by a URL. The
platform constructs a news feed for each user, consisting of content posted by any source that the
user follows.
On top of this typical social network structure, we added our special affordances as described

below.

5.1.1 Sources and Relationships. Accounts managed by individual users and proxy accounts for
news publishing entities are both considered sources in the platform. In addition to the usual follow
relationship, the platform provides a trust relationship. Both relationships have binary values.
Following another source lets a user see what the source posts, as usual. In contrast, trusted sources
can be leveraged for filtering articles in one’s news feed. For instance, a user can choose to see
only the articles that have been confirmed as accurate by their trusted sources. Trust and follow
relationships are independent from each other; therefore, it is possible for one source to follow but
not trust or to trust but not follow another source.
Both following and trusting are asymmetric relationships, meaning that a source can follow or

trust a source without being followed or trusted by that source. A source’s followers are publicly
displayed on the source’s profile. However, who a source trusts is kept private. Even the trusted
sources will not know whether or by whom they are trusted. While public trust relationships could
serve as a form of endorsement, which may especially be useful for news publishing entities or
journalists, we made the design decision to keep them private to the user to ease any social pressure
on users of marking sources they do not actually trust as trustworthy. This decision is tied to Study

2https://github.com/farnazj/Trustnet-Client
3https://github.com/farnazj/Trustnet-Backend
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1 in which many participants reported that a source of unreliable content in their feed is their
friends and family.

The platform provides the ability for each source to construct arbitrary source lists, or collections
of sources. A user can use accuracy assessments given by the sources within each list in a fashion
similar to trusted sources when filtering among the articles in their news feed. For instance, a
user may use source lists to group sources according to the topic on which they have expertise
(e.g., healthcare) and filter their feed using accuracy status and article tags (described in 5.1.5) to
view healthcare related articles confirmed as accurate by those sources of theirs who are expert in
healthcare. Source lists are private to the source that has created them.
Figure 1 shows the Discover Sources view of the platform where users can browse among the

sources they are not following. Blue source cards are sources that are managed by the system, for
instance, those that have RSS feeds associated with them, and the lime cards represent individual
users. The user can edit their trust or follow relationship with the sources they follow in theManage
Sources tab. Figure 2 shows a source’s profile.

5.1.2 RSS Feeds. To simplify the process of integrating assessment into normal news-reading
activities, the system makes it possible to “wrap” RSS feeds—machine readable listings that many
news sites publish to announce news articles as they are published—as sources in the system. Each
source account can have multiple linked RSS feeds. The system periodically checks the feeds for
updates using an estimate of each feed’s update rate which is regularly adjusted. Once the contents
of a feed are fetched, the system treats the announced articles as posts by the source.
The platform provides a UI for users to add RSS feeds to the system. When an RSS feed is

submitted, the system searches among the existing sources to find if there is a source that may own
the feed. If no such source is found, it creates a source with the feed credentials and associates the
feed to the source. A user may then follow this source to view the contents of the feed.

5.1.3 Accuracy Assessments and Sharing. Our platform helps support users’ need to provide and
receive fact-checking information by enabling them to provide accuracy assessments of posts.
In assessing a post, a source may assert that the post is accurate or inaccurate and provide their
reasoning. Figure 3 shows the UI for submitting an assessment of a post. Any post on the platform
is shown with indications of whether it has been assessed as accurate, inaccurate, whether there is
disagreement on its accuracy, whether its accuracy has been questioned (discussed more in 5.1.4),
or with no credibility indications at all if the post has not received any assessments. See figures 2
and 6 for examples. The absence of indicators by itself is a clear signal that the credibility of the
post is yet unknown.
For our prototype we made the aggressive design choice of requiring a user to assess any post

before sharing it. This decision wasmotivated by related work that reports that requiring assessment
reduces the frequency of inaccurate posts [45]; however, optional assessment is another interesting
part of the design space that could be explored.
Users may choose to assess posts without sharing them. This model contrasts with that of the

existing social media where any engagement with a post, including a comment that refutes it, can
disseminate the post further. When sharing posts, users can choose the sources or source lists to
which they wish to limit their audience. The default target audience for a shared post is any source
that follows the sharer. When a user shares a post, their status as a sharer of the post is added to it
as meta-data. This is akin to a retweet in which the original post appears along with the original
poster, with an indication of who retweeted it. Therefore, the context of who had originally posted
the content is never lost.
Users can import articles from other websites into the system via their URL. If a source corre-

sponding to the originating website does not already exist in the system, the system creates that
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Fig. 1. The Discover Sources view where the user can see the sources they are not following. The sources
that are managed by the system (e.g., those that have RSS feeds linked to them) are differentiated with a
blue color. The sources with lime cards are managed by individual users. The avatars of the sources that the
user trusts are marked with a “T” badge–e.g., The New York Times in this screenshot. Clicking on a source’s
avatar redirects the user to the source’s profile.

Fig. 2. The profile view of a source which contains all the posts they have assessed, asked a question about,
or shared. Each post tile contains the post’s metadata in addition to the assessments given to the post by the
source whose profile is being viewed as well as the followed and trusted sources of the logged in user, and the
post’s original author. The source’s followers can be viewed in the Followers tab.

source and associates the post to it. By importing an article into the system, the user is in fact
sharing it and therefore, needs to assess the article.
Additionally, users can write posts of their own and share them with others. A post written

by a source is automatically assessed as accurate by the source. Any assessment however, can be
changed. Earlier versions of an assessment are kept and are available to the public.
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Fig. 3. The UI for assessing a post. When asserting that the post is accurate or inaccurate, a rationale is
required. Assessing is required before sharing is enabled.

Fig. 4. The UI for inquiring about the validity of a post. The question by default is routed to the user’s trusted
sources. However, the user can customize to which sources their question should surface.

5.1.4 Inquiring about Validity of Posts. As discussed in Study 1, users may wish to share an article
to learn whether or not it is accurate. Thus, a third option in accuracy assessment is to inquire
about the validity of the post. 4

4In a later update of the platform, we changed the word “validity” to “accuracy” to avoid user confusion.
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Questions about a post’s validity can be posed anonymously or with one’s name attached to the
question. By default, a request for assessment is surfaced to all sources that user trusts. However, a
user can also choose to notify specific sources of their question. A source who has been asked a
question receives a notification about it. A source is also notified when their assessment request is
answered. The requester can then view the post in order to see any assessments by sources they
follow or trust. The reason we show a user the assessments of those they follow as well as trust is
so that the user can decide over time if they want to trust any of their followed sources and expand
their trust network.

A user can view questions about the validity of a post posed by any source regardless of whether
the user follows or trusts the source, provided that the source has not specified that their question
be asked of specific sources.

Figure 4 displays the UI for submitting one’s question about a post.

5.1.5 Filters. Users view content shared by all the sources that they follow. The platform provides
a number of filters that users can use to narrow down the articles presented to them. The filters
work in conjunction with each other. The Validity filter is used to determine the validity (accuracy)
status of the articles that the user wishes to be shown and the Assessors filter determines whose
assessments the filtering process should take into account.

Articles’ validity status includes Confirmed—articles that have been marked as accurate in all the
assessments they have received from the specified assessors, Refuted—those that have been marked
as inaccurate in the assessments they have been given by the specified assessors, Split opinion—
articles that some of the specified assessors have marked as inaccurate and some as accurate, and
Questioned—articles about whose accuracy the specified assessors have inquired. These validity
filters meet the needs discussed in Study 1 (see e.g. Table 1): some participants wished to see only
fact-checked information, others wanted to peek at information that was deemed inaccurate and
understand why, and others wanted to help their friends in their quest for the truth when they ask
for fact-checking information.

The Assessors filter lets the user choose whose assessments to consider: the sources that the user
follows (Followed), those that the user has marked as trusted (Trusted), the user themselves (Me),
and a checklist set of individual sources or source lists that the user can construct. Any number of
these assessor groups can be selected to use for filtering.
The View Status determines whether to filter among the articles that the user has yet not seen,

those that the user has seen, or both. When a user scrolls past an article, the platform considers the
article as seen by the user and therefore, the article will no longer be in the user’s Not Seen feed
the next time they visit their feed. However, if a source that the user follows or trusts posts a new
assessment on or question about the validity of the post, the post will be returned to the user’s Not
Seen feed.
Additionally, users can select tags (e.g., Politics, Coronavirus, or Donald Trump) so that the

filtering process filters only among the articles with the selected tags. These are the tags that are
fetched from an article’s originating website if the website has provided them; they are associated
with the article at the time of its insertion into the system.

Figure 5 shows the UI of a user’s homepage on the platform. Filters are selected from the sidebar
on the left and previews of articles satisfying the filters are shown in the middle. Figure 6 displays
the expanded assessments pane for an article which contains the assessments given by the sources
the user follows or trusts.
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Fig. 5. The homepage view with articles filtered according to the filters on the left sidebar. Articles can
additionally be filtered using tags (e.g., those on the New York Time’s article in this screenshot).

Fig. 6. An article tile shows a preview of which of the user’s followed or trusted sources has assessed the
article as accurate, inaccurate, and who has inquired about its validity. The assessment pane can be expanded
to show their full assessments.

5.2 Field Study
We conducted a field study to understand users’ perceptions of our social content sharing platform
and the features that it offers relate to content accuracy. Because fact checking and the recommenda-
tion of posts through sharing can best be leveraged among members of a social circle, in recruiting
participants, we asked that users join the study with at least one member from their social circle.
We advertised the study by reaching out to those participants from Study 1 who had indicated
interest in joining a follow-up study of a social content sharing tool. We also advertised through
word-of-mouth, mailing lists, and on Facebook and asked that our Facebook post be reshared. Some
of our participants joined the study in pairs and others belonged to larger groups some of whom
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joined together and others with a chain of referrals. Our participants’ social groups consisted of
siblings, spouses, parents and children, friends, and more distant relationships as a result of a chain
of referrals (e.g., a friend of the spouse of the child of a friend).

We asked participants to view a short video tutorial of the core features of the Trustnet platform
before the study and to each sign up for an account on the platform. Their daily tasks for the one
week period of the study consisted of spending at least 15 minutes a day on the platform, sharing
at least 2 posts every day, and checking if someone has asked for their assessments. We encouraged
them to help by providing their assessment. Every few hours at random points in time, participants
would receive a prompt on the platform reminding them about how many posts they had shared
and assessed in the past 24 hours if they had not yet accomplished their daily goals. The reasons we
set daily goals for participants were twofold: to ensure that they would have enough interactions
with the system and possibly other users’ posts to form an opinion about the utility of the tool and
because per IRB requirements we needed to be transparent about what amount of contribution
would be required for receiving the compensation.

We wished to investigate how participants use the system to engage with false, misleading,
or biased posts from sources with a political orientation similar to or opposing theirs as well as
accurate posts from sources with an opposing viewpoint. Such posts are likely to make their way
into participants’ feed on social media where their extended social circle is present. However, having
only a limited subset of their social circle on the platform, we needed to increase their likelihood of
encountering such posts via other means. We therefore created a source named “Trending News”
that we asked our study participants to follow. The Trending News source was managed by one
member of our research team and each day imported and shared a number of news articles (` = 9.29,
𝜎 = 1.36) from a variety of news sources across the political spectrum and with different degrees of
credibility (bias and factual accuracy in reporting).

The articles presented to participants in their feed were ordered by a combination of how recently
they were published and how many sources in the whole system had recently shared the articles.
In ordering articles, we took the shares from all the sources in the system, rather than only the
sources a participant followed or trusted, into account because the activities of the limited social
circle of the participant would be too sparse to yield a useful ordering. However, for a post to
actually appear in a user’s feed, the user needs to be following a sharer or the original source of
the post in the first place.
After the study, participants completed a survey that inquired about participants’ use and the

usefulness of the filters, how participants decided what sources to follow or to mark as trustworthy,
whether and what changed their mind about trusting a source to share reliable content, whether
they encountered unreliable content and whether and how they tweaked their feed or relationship
with other sources to see fewer such posts, their sharing practices, how assessments of other sources
helped them, and how they believed their assessments helped other sources. In addition, some
questions captured their perception of the tool, its strengths and weaknesses, and their ideas for
improving it. The full set of survey questions is included in the Supplementary Materials.

5.3 Participants
A total of 14 users participated in and completed our user study. To sign up, participants completed
a survey which asked what sources they consumed so that we could add their RSS feeds to the
system, with whom they were planning to join the study and their relationship to their study
partners, and demographics questions similar to those in Study 1. Another 7 participants signed up
but dropped out either at the onset or in the midst of the user study. Of the 14 participants who
completed the study, 8 were male and 6 female. One identified as Republican, 2 as Independent, and
the rest were Democratic. The median for age was 33.5 (ranging from 24 to 66); for highest degree
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received, Master’s Degree (ranging from some college no degree to Doctoral degree or M.D./J.D.);
and for income, $100,000 to $149,999 (ranging from $20,000–$29,999 to $150,000 or more). With
respect to ethnicity, 9 identified as White/Caucasian, 2 as Asian, 2 as both White and Black, and
one as other. The demographics of the 7 participants who dropped out were similar to those who
stayed, except that the median for age in that group was 61. They included one who identified as
Independent and 6 Democrats.

Participants were each compensated with a $30 Amazon gift card at the end of the study.

5.4 Results
Throughout the user study, participants revisited who they wished to follow and trust. The final
snapshot of their relationships is shown in Figures 7 and 8 in the Appendix. The 14 participants did
not belong to the same network of trust. We also observed that trust between pairs of users in our
study were often (but not always) bidirectional.

Participants posted content to the system, which is not surprising since this was required by the
study conditions. However, participants also made interesting use of many of our implemented
affordances, which provides some evidence that they considered them both usable and useful (or at
least interesting) as we discuss below.
In the sections that follow, where we present quotes from participants, we identify them with

strings of the form “p-participant identifier”.

5.4.1 Participants Were Capable of Assessing Posts. Over the one week period of the study, partici-
pants produced 235 assessments, 66 questions, and 209 shares (213 assessments, 59 questions, and
184 shares from those who completed the study).

Although we did not train participants in how to assess articles, the majority of the assessments
they posted (N=212) indeed evaluated the veracity of the article based on various rationales. The
rationales that they cited in support of their accuracy assessments indicated that users are capable
of assessing content and can be recruited to help out each other. Sometimes participants based their
assessment on their expertise or firsthand knowledge of the subject. The source of the article was also
cited as a signal of its credibility. Sometimes in their assessment, participants referred to other trusted
sources that had reported on the topic. In some instances, participants investigated the sources,
for instance, authoritative government websites or scientific journals, mentioned in an article and
reported onwhether the content of the article accurately represented the content of the sources: “The
research credentials ofWHOI are substantial and the study to which this article refers has been published
online via peer-review (https://www.annalsofglobalhealth.org/articles/10.5334/aogh.2831/ )” (p-18)—
Headline: New study takes comprehensive look at marine pollution (Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution)
In some assessments, participants evaluated the presentation, the logic, or the language of the

article. Another rationale that participants cited in arguing for or against an article’s accuracy was
that it was (in)consistent with their past experience and observations. All of these rationales are
in alignment with those reported by Jahanbakhsh et al. in [45] for reasons why people believe or
disbelieve news claims. We have included some of the examples of the rationales that we observed
in our study and the types of claims our participants chose to assess in Table 2 in the Appendix.
We also observed that participants used the question feature as intended, to inquire about the

veracity of articles and receive answers on them. For instance:
“Yipes – I have a half dozen oysters in the refrigerator picked by a neighbor directly off the beaches

of Cape Cod. Planned to slurp tonight (as I have done for many years with no ill effect). Always a risk
with raw seafood, of course, but I’d really like to know how MUCH of a risk it is, and if there’s any
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way at all to avoid it (since I REALLY like raw oysters...).” (p-18)—Headline: Is it dangerous to slurp
oysters straight from the shell? Japan’s Ministry of Health weighs in (SoraNews24 -Japan News)
A participant with an M.D. degree assessed the article as inaccurate because: “"The reason is

because what causes food poisoning isn’t bacteria but actually a virus — the norovirus to be specific."
This article makes it seem like food poisoning from oysters is only caused by norovirus which isn’t true.
Claims from Japan Ministry of Health is taken out of context.” (p-14)

5.4.2 Different Participants Used the Filters Differently. Participants reported using the homepage
filters in different ways. One participant mentioned that they configured their default feed to consist
of only articles confirmed by their trusted sources, protecting themselves from misinformation,
but sometimes changed it to explore—“[my filters setting was] trusted, unseen. But sometimes I
turned off all filtering to see what was around.” (p-18). Others set their Validity filter to show all
articles, including those that were refuted, out of curiosity—“Validity: All, since I read the news
out of curiosity, and that curiosity extends to what people found that they didn’t think was valid.”
(p-3). Others indicated they specifically sought out controversial articles—“I used the confirmed,
refuted, and questioned filters sporadically. I found refuted of most help to find content that I normally
don’t see. The questioned filter was more for seeing what interests some of the people I followed had.”
(p-7). A caveat however, was that since users had only a few trusted sources, such articles were
few—“Specific source filters were useful when I wanted to see what trusted sources were sharing. I was
curious to see what articles had controversial opinions and I used the "Split Opinion" filter sometimes,
but I ended up not finding it as useful mostly because I just didn’t see many articles there. This may
change with increased activity though.” (p-14).

In summary, when given the opportunity, users chose to configure filters to control the delivery
of information into their feeds. While no one filter setting for accuracy appealed to all users, many
users found particular filter settings of value to them—supporting our design idea of placing more
filtering control in users’ hands.

5.4.3 Learning to Trust. The structured trust affordance in the platform captures the trust rela-
tionships that users have already developed. However, it is interesting to understand whether
the emphasis on accuracy and credibility and the available assessment history from everyone
encourages users to rethink their trust relationships, either by doubting someone they previously
deemed trustworthy or by adding someone new to their list of trusted sources.
We observed that although our participants set their trust relationships with various sources

according to their pre-existing familiarity with them, they examined assessments from unknown
sources to determine whether they should extend their trust to these sources. In the post-study
survey, some participants stated that they followed certain sources to see content and assessments
from them and later adjust their network of trusted sources: “[I followed sources I did not trust
because] I was curious to see whether I could assess the trustworthiness of a source previously unknown
to me just by reading its coverage of current events and trying to apply the criterion of asking whether
they are reasoning based on evidence.” (p-20). Conversely, in one case, a validity question from one
participant led another to decide the first was not trustworthy:

“Knowing that COVID numbers can/have been exaggerated, it makes me wonder about the numbers
stated here. Also, if some people are stepping forward simply for the money.” (p-19)
“In response to Anonymous: * How do the # of positive Covid tests come into play here? Different

process, different situation entirely. * Exactly how many of the people publicly claiming to have been
sexually abused as a boy are you accusing of lying? Would it make the number seem less horrific
if 40,000 men are telling the "truth" and 50,000 are "lying"? btw, reveal your name so I know who I
shouldn’t trust.” (p-8)

Headline: About 90K sex abuse claims filed in Boy Scouts bankruptcy (The Associated Press)
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Our prototype captures the full history of a user’s assessments and does not permit them to be
deleted. This record will be of value in determining whether to trust someone. Someone who rushes
to (wrong) judgements about content accuracy cannot disguise this by updating their assessments
over time; their early mistakes will be visible to users who wish to determine who to trust.

5.4.4 Reported Strengths. The most cited strength of the tool in the post-study survey was that
the tool brought the veracity of articles to the foreground (N=8). Participants valued that articles
had to be assessed before they could be shared: “News vetting in order to share was the primary
strength (and the exposing of the reasoning). I spent a lot of time researching stories and I feel that the
system really makes that worth it.” (p-11), that they could view other people’s assessments: “The
most interesting articles to examine were those that had differing judgements from the Trustnet users.
I didn’t notice many of them, but it was helpful to read what had been written.” (p-18), and that
they could ask others about an article’s validity. A number of participants (N=6) appreciated the
ability to make the inquiry anonymously—“Asking about the validity of an article is something I’d
rarely consider doing publicly, but being able to do so anonymously as part of sharing the article was
great.(p-3)” ; however, one participant believed that “Anonymous is used for trolling mostly.” (p-8).

Users also appreciated being able to curate their feeds using their trust relationships with other
sources (N=2): “The obvious features were the trust-based personal and media feeds. I don’t think
you’re leveraging this enough right now, but they could theoretically produce a more focused news
feed. It would be nice to have an alternative to Facebook for sharing stories with friends.” (p-4),
These comments provide additional evidence for the usability and usefulness of our proposed

design affordances.

5.4.5 Reported Weaknesses and Areas for Improvement. Many of the cited weaknesses of the tool
(N=8) concerned the particulars of the UI for instance, how it appeared on mobile or the ordering of
articles. A number of participants (N=4) wished for the platform to have a channel for discussions
that were not limited to assessing articles:“I also felt like it didn’t need to be always so assessment-
focused as people sometimes just want to exchange ideas/inspirations from articles” (p-14).

Two of the cited weaknesses were unavoidable consequences of our small research deployment.
First, the small user base meant that there was not enough activity to curate interesting feeds
for users (N=7)—“[One weakness is] lack of critical mass in the user base. Critical mass would be
most effective if the user base included the journalists whose reports we are reading in the media. It
would be especially helpful and interesting to see their assessments of each other.” (p-20). A second
problem was that our system lacked the sophisticated tracking and profiling history that lets the
large platforms choose content matching a user’s interests—“It’s harder to find interesting stories
due to the lack of aggregate peer vetting. I can add sources as RSS feeds but there’s no easy way to
filter those feeds to only show interesting things. This may be fixed by having a critical mass of people
with similar interests that I followed, but compared to reddit or twitter I felt like I was struggling to
find diamonds in the rough. That being said, the idea of vetting before sharing was super interesting
and it’s something that all platforms should adopt.” (p-11). A combination of our design elements
with the automated feed-ranking of the large social platforms could address this complaint, with
users manually filtering for accuracy after the platform has filtered for a user’s interests. Another
weakness was that accuracy assessment in its current form is not generalizable to articles with
multiple claims, satire, opeds, or those that have slants, which we elaborate more on in Section 5.4.6.
One participant raised skepticism related to the approach and not the design. One concern

they had was that accuracy assessments may not make a difference to the people who fall for
misinformation—“The things I sawmarked as "not true" were all extremist pap. When an untrustworthy
source gives oxygen to conspiracy theories, it goes without saying it’s trash. I’m not sure how to capture
a more nuanced reaction, but if there has to be factual errors in an article for it to be marked "wrong,"
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then the sources who chronically misreport will fall into that category very often without the tagging
making any difference.” (p-18). They also speculated that assessments may not be helpful in the
context of published editorial material—“it didn’t seem helpful for published editorial material. There
seem (to me) to be enough ‘trusted’ sources in my life already (sources I’ve come to trust over years of
reading), so I’m less needful of having someone I trust tell me they also trust something from a source
I already believe” (p-18). Interestingly however, while none of our participants refuted any post
from the news publishing sources they had marked as trustworthy, we found a few instances of
them asking questions about the validity of such articles—“I ask about validity because I’m always
frustrated reading about a source described as a "U.S. official who was not authorized to speak publicly."
What are we to make of this? I believe the reporting is true, but how do we rate confidence in a source
so described?” (p-18). Interestingly, this quote is from the same participant who had concerns about
the usefulness of assessments for content from the sources they already trust.

5.4.6 Assessment Complications. To understand the problem points of our design, we also looked
for instances of conflicted or unexpected uses of the different features that we offered. Understanding
the shortcomings or the existence of needs that were not addressed can help designers provision
concepts that fulfill them.

5.4.6.1 Lack of Discussion. We observed that participants sometimes used the assessment func-
tionality not to assess content accuracy, but rather to convey their sentiments about an article
to to paraphrase the contents of it (N=24). In a few other instances, the validity question feature
was used to respond to an assessment or a question raised by someone else. The repurposing of
assessments or questions for other types of discussion may have been due to the absence of a salient
placeholder for such discussions as we had prioritized incorporating assessments into the tool.
Indeed, in the post-study survey some participants mentioned the need for supporting discussions:
“For conversational threads, I found that having discussions only possible under "Questioned" assessment
a bit limiting.” (p-8).

5.4.6.2 Headlines versus Content. Another occasion that gave rise to conflicted usage of assess-
ments was when an article’s headline misrepresented its content (N=9). The disconnect between the
article’s content and its headline resulted in some participants basing their accuracy evaluation on
the content, others on the headline, and some explained the inconsistency in the guise of a question
about the article’s accuracy. The participant assessments below demonstrate this inconsistency,
with the first one being based on the content, and the second, on the headline:

“Despite the bait-clicky [sic] headline; this article does not fall into the trap of claiming that space
aliens have sent out signals that have been detected on earth. Instead; it is a compellingly written
description of what scientists who look for such signals have been detecting and what those findings
might mean.” (p-6)—Headline: Alien hunters detect mysterious radio signal from nearby star
(National Geographic)

“The article’s title is worded to evoke a strong emotional response. The contents of the article contradict
the assertion that there is no Thanksgiving surge. The article cherry-picks a few states where there
was an active surge leading up to Thanksgiving and have seen a slight decline afterwards. But tbh
the article also presents states that have seen a higher surge since Thanksgiving than the 2 weeks
preceding. This contradicts the title. btw; they have a survey embedded about people’s support of a
mask mandate. The results show 68% strong support mask mandates with only 19% strongly opposing
them. ” (p-8)—Headline: After Weeks Of Holier Than Thou Howling, The ‘Thanksgiving Surge’ Is A
No Show (The Daily Caller)

5.4.6.3 Un-Assessable Posts. Sometimes participants appropriated veracity assessments or ques-
tions on some articles to explain that the articles were in fact not factual, but rather op-eds or
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satire, suggesting the need for such posts to be identified and characterized separately from factual
news pieces, e.g., by enabling users to label them as such: “Pieces of this article are largely based on
opinion. Not sure if that makes them true; or if that piece is irrelevant.” (p-19)—Headline: 4 Takeaways
From Biden’s Electoral College Victory (The New York Times)
The inconsistency in participants’ accuracy assessments of non-factual content pieces also

surfaced in participant responses in the post-study survey: “There did not seem to be consensus
about what validity is. Someone posted a fictional webcomic he liked and said it was valid. Someone
posted an Onion article and some people marked it as valid because its falsehood was consistent with
The Onion’s mission. I thought it was enough to check the validity of the article’s main claim, but
[Friend’s Name] seemed to think you had to ascertain the validity of every claim. I don’t think either
interpretation would make sense for long articles that make multiple complicated claims.” (p-3)
Another point of confusion about how to assess the accuracy of articles was in cases where

participants deemed the content of an article accurate but its intended message misleading or its
language biased or its publishing source not generally trusted by them:

“This article reports on statements supposedly made by Tulsi Gabbard; a member of Congress from
Hawaii. The tone of the article certainly sounds like reasonable journalism. But this appears in Breitbart;
which gets very low ratings by the organization NewsGuard. So I’m inclined [to] doubt it.” (p-6)–posted
as a question
“Is it true that Gabbard made misleading and inflammatory statements? Yes; it is. Should we hold

Breitbart culpable for reporting this conspiracy theory as if it has any credibility? Yes; we should;
but editorial slant is hard to capture in a yes/no" vote on an article."”(p-4)–posted as an assessment
marking the article as accurate

Headline: Tulsi Gabbard: “Heartless, Arrogant, Unelected CDC Bureaucrats” Giving Vaccine to
Healthy Americans Before Elderly (Breitbart)

Some of these issues, dealing with humor and opinion, may have been avoided if we had made
accuracy assessment optional instead of required.

5.5 Summary
In summary, participants understood the new affordances that we designed into the system, made
effective use of them, and spoke positively of their value. They made proper accuracy assessments
of content they posted and of some they encountered from others. They valued the opportunity to
make these assessments and appreciated receiving them from others. They curated a trust network
based on their familiarity with other users as well as other users’ assessments. They leveraged
filters, choosing a variety of different settings, to control what kinds of accurate, inaccurate, or
questioned information was allowed into their feeds. Many of them spoke positively about having
the power to do these things. We also discovered certain assessment challenges that demand further
design for certain difficult-to-assess types of posts. In the Discussion, we draw from our findings
and the related work to propose design changes that can address these challenges.

6 Discussion & Future Work
Motivated by prior work on misinformation [7, 38, 68], information seeking [100], source credibility
and trust [61, 64, 99, 103], and users’ wish for more agency over their social media feeds [27, 104],
in this work we designed user affordances that can empower social media users in their fight
against misinformation: (1) allowing accuracy assessment of posts in structured form as part of the
data model, (2) enabling users to indicate which users or sources they trust to assess posts, and
(3) providing filters that users can configure to block posts from their feed based on the accuracy
status of posts assessed by their trusted sources.
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We wanted to understand the potentials of these affordances for facilitating users’ current
practices in dealing with misinformation online and whether user are receptive to them. Therefore,
we first conducted a survey study of 192 people. This study revealed that many users view online
content with caution and ask their social circle or are asked by them to provide assessments of
content accuracy. Some even expect their social network to proactively correct them should they
post inaccuracies. However, because social media platforms do not have designated metadata for
assessing accuracy of posts, participants use a variety of features intended for other purposes, such
as likes, comments, and shares that can be picked up by the platforms as signals of engagement
or misinterpreted by other users. We also uncovered a diversity of preferences in whether and
how users want unreliable content to be presented in their feed. Some users would like to take the
misinformation out of their feed but continue following unreliable sources, and others would like
to keep the unreliable content in their feed along with signals of the content’s inaccuracies. These
wishes suggest the need for filters that empower users to take control over their feed rather than
simply surfacing content chosen by opaque social algorithms [15, 104].

To gainmore insight into how users would use these affordances if given the chance, we developed
a social content sharing and reading platform that offered the affordances and we then conducted a
user study on the platform. The platform enables any user to assess news, specify which sources
they trust, and filter their news feed based on accuracy assessments provided by their trusted
sources. Consulting prior work that reports providing accuracy assessment as well as rationales
before sharing can shift users’ attention to accuracy and away from social feedback [45, 83, 84], the
platform allows users to share a post only after they have assessed it. The filters that the platform
presents enable users to narrow their feed down to posts with a certain accuracy status, for instance,
verified or refuted, assessed by their trusted sources. The platform gives accuracy status of posts
salience to counteract the effects that social engagement metrics can have on perceptions of content
credibility [7, 73]. Our prototype shows how assessments could be structured, aggregated, and
directly incorporated into the UI so that users can view and understand them at a glance and filter
their feed based on them.
In our user study, we asked a set of users to use the platform to read and share news over the

course of a week. We found that participants were capable of providing assessments. In addition,
they perceived value in the salience of accuracy signals and the ability to ask questions about the
accuracy of a post. We also observed that different users found different filter settings useful. Most
of the weaknesses they saw in the tool concerned the particulars of the UI and the lack of a large
user base. These grievances were expected as our tool was a research prototype with limited scope
and scale, for which recruitment was especially difficult because participants needed to sign up as
part of a group that already had connections and commit to performing tasks over an extended
period of time.

In summary, this work contributes: 1) A broader understanding of how social media users deal
with misinformation in their feed, how they seek the help of each other in this effort, and what is
lacking in the platforms to support user needs 2) The design of user affordances that give a social
platform’s users greater agency to protect themselves and their social circle from misinformation
3) empirical understanding of how users would perceive and use these affordances; and 4) design
implications for platforms and researchers based on our empirical observations.
We devote the rest of the Discussion to implications for deploying these affordances on the

platforms, or more broadly, on the web.

6.1 Untrained Users Are Capable of Accuracy Assessment
We observed that although we did not train participants in how to assess articles, they assessed
posts based on various rationales including firsthand knowledge, expertise in the subject, referring
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to other trusted sources that had reported on the topic, examining the logic or the language of the
article, the credibility record of the source, etc. A question that may arise is whether our participants
were able to provide assessment while being untrained because they came from a particular user
population (with rather high income and high education). This question has implications for
whether our results would generalize to a setting where platforms made these affordances available
to the public. The rationales that our participants reported were indeed in alignment with those
reported by prior work [45] in which a large sample of users were asked to provide explanations
for why they believed or disbelieved various news claims. The sample in the said study had a
lower median income and education compared to the one in our study. Yet while being untrained,
those participants were able to not only provide rationales for their accuracy assessments but also
reliably label their own rationales according to a taxonomy of rationales provided to them by the
researchers. Drawing from the similarity of rationales across the two studies, we believe a platform
such as ours that incorporates our proposed design affordances can be used by and help at least
some part of the general public. Nevertheless, it is possible that the distribution of rationales, and
therefore their strength, differs with demographics factors such as income or education. To help
users better evaluate the strength of their assessments as well as those from their social circle, when
asking for assessments, platforms can augment the process of capturing assessments by presenting
the checklist of rationales reported by Jahanbakhsh et al. and signaling their strength, as described
in 6.2.3.
Additionally, the affordances we propose do not require everyone to be assessors. It suffices

that enough people perform assessments to support all the users who want them. Indeed, just a
small number of widely trusted sources—journalists, fact checkers, etc.—could provide sufficient
assessments for a large group of news consumers. Nevertheless, our affordances allow any user to
ignore those popular assessors in favor of others they trust more.

6.2 Design Recommendations Related to Assessment
Most of the assessment-related complications in the user study arose because users had purposes
without concepts provisioned in the system to support them [44]. Therefore, they overloaded
the assessment or the request for assessment functionality to fulfill these purposes, resulting in
sometimes inconsistent usage. Below, we describe recommendations for platform designers on how
to design mechanisms that fulfill these concepts and issues that future work should consider.

6.2.1 Non-factual Content Pieces. While labels of accuracy may not be appropriate for op-ed and
satirical pieces, their status as opinion or satire needs to be signaled to users as these pieces are often
shared on social media where their non-factuality status is obfuscated or ignored by or unknown
to users [110]. A mechanism to deal with this issue could be to crowdsource the labeling of articles
as factual, op-ed, or satire. However, because as mentioned, recognizing the status of these articles
may sometimes require a deeper knowledge of the issues at work and a high engagement on the
part of the reader [90], not all users may agree on the labels assigned to a piece. The labeling of
factuality status of content therefore, can leverage the use of trust networks similar to accuracy
assessments in this work. Potential disagreements on the factuality status of a post can be presented
in a similar way to how disagreements of assessments are currently shown. Future work could
investigate the implications of this approach.

6.2.2 Articles with Multiple Claims. To deal with content that contains multiple claims, designers
can allow for individual claims to be identified and assessed by users, inspired by annotation tools
such as [1, 115]. For assigning an accuracy label to an entire article or a part that is composed
of several claims, crowd-sourced summarization techniques such as the one in [113] can be used.
Future work however, should study how to display and resolve conflicts in circumstances when
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a user’s trusted sources have disagreements on the boundaries of individual claims, the labels
assigned to each claim, or the accuracy status of a collection of claims as a whole.

6.2.3 A Richer Taxonomy of Assessments. Our prototype explored a ternary categorization of
accuracy: accurate, inaccurate, or questioned. Our users encountered situations orthogonal to
this categorization: political slant, the article being misleading, and the (un)trustworthiness of the
publishing source. Some of these were discussed in prior work as other dimensions of credibility [45].
As an attempt to split up the overloaded concept of accuracy [44], future work can explore using the
broader, but still quite small, accuracy scale developed in [45] while adding the other dimensions
of credibility encountered in our user study. The taxonomy in [45] can also be used on platforms
as a checklist set of rationales that participants can select upon assessing a post as it may serve
as useful metadata based on which users could filter their news feed. Using this taxonomy, users
could choose to view for instance, only those articles that have been verified by a trusted source
who declares they have firsthand knowledge or specific expertise.

6.2.4 Inconsistency Between an Article and Its Headline. As it is the headlines that users first
encounter and what can entice them to click through articles, manipulation techniques such as
clickbait, sensationalism, and even incongruence between the headline and the message of the
article are increasingly applied to headlines [34]. Such headlines have the potential to harm because
even if their associated article ultimately presents accurate information, users often simply skim
headlines or do not read articles in full [67]. Even if they do read the article, they are more likely to
retain the message of the headline even if it disagrees with the article [55, 56].
Our users encountered examples of inaccurate or misleading headlines that linked to accurate

articles but were unsure of how to assess them. To address this issue, platforms can augment
the accuracy assessment categories with a “misleading headline” category so that the headline’s
veracity, and even its sensationalism can be captured independently from the article. Another
approach, employed by the Reheadline browser extension, is to allow assessors to fix the problem
by proposing more accurate headlines for such articles [46].

6.3 Filter Bubbles
Empowering users to block information they do not trust could conceivably lead to stronger “filter
bubbles” in which a closed group of like-minded users mutually reinforce each others’ perspectives
while their trust filters shield them from any divergent views [53, 95, 102]. However, there exist
other possibilities. As we observed in our user study, users do seek information that has been
questioned or refuted, or shared by untrusted sources. This observation is in alignment with prior
work that reports on individual differences in people’s preference of and receptiveness to collections
of news articles that confirm their views vs those that challenge their views [77]. Our design does
not prevent users from seeking counter-attitudinal content; it simply puts them more in control.
They can decide when they wish to remain safe in their bubble and when they wish to explore.
This control and the safe space of a community of like-minded people that users can enter and
exit whenever they wish, or epistemic respite, can help prepare users to re-engage with differing
views [6]. Platforms could also implement features aimed specifically at puncturing filter bubbles.
Consider a situation where the majority of a user’s friends have assessed an article as true, and
one as false. In today’s networks, that outlier friend’s disagreement would likely be invisible in
a sea of one-sided comments. However, if structured assessments were captured, then a system
could surface the fact that the article is disputed, and could highlight the outlier assessment and
the fact of its being in disagreement with the rest. A user could then be directed to the specific
trusted friend who might help break their filter bubble. It however, needs to be explored whether
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friend-sourced credibility assessments can exacerbate inaccurate beliefs in certain communities,
for instance, those characterized by extreme polarization.
The use of structured assessments could also empower a user to seek out trustworthy contrary

perspectives. When a user encounters another who opposes their view on a particular article, an
examination of that other user’s (public) history of assessments on other articles would help provide
a broader picture of this other user’s judgement. Seeing that the users are usually in agreement could
provide confidence that the other user is generally reliable, which could add weight to their rare
disagreement. Indeed, given structured assessments the system could automatically recommend
such opponents who would be deemed trustworthy. The hope that users will be receptive to such
quality suggestions is rooted in prior work which argues that people exclude opposing viewpoints
not out of aversion to other opinions but because they perceive less benefit in them. This thread
of work reports on factors that lead people to favor counter-attitudinal information in particular
settings [31, 32].

6.4 Burdening Users or Empowering Them?
Questions may arise about whether our proposed affordances place the burden of moderating
content for a user’s friends on the user. This burden could come in different forms including time,
effort, and affective [47, 69]. Today’s internet ecosystem is full of participants performing labor of
high value without compensation, for instance on platforms like Wikipedia, because they view the
work as a form of civic participation [16], or because it provides them with indirect value such a
sense of accomplishment, community, or creativity [87]. Similarly, any comments made by a user
on social media can be seen as both uncompensated labor and self-expression. Our studies revealed
that many users do already enjoy using comments or other available means to assess posts for
the benefit of their social circle. Our affordances simply empower users, in ways previously not
possible, to choose to help their friends should they wish to help.
This empowerment comes as an alternative to ceding truth governance to platforms. Allowing

commercial platforms running on ads and benefiting from user clicks to have an absolute power
over what content can make its way to the information space and what becomes censored is
perhaps not in the best interest of the users [37, 50]. Indeed, social media platforms have time and
again made decisions to block content that arguably did not have potential to harm or content by
dissidents in certain countries [2, 25, 43, 93, 96].

Although we argue that platforms should enable end-user content moderation, we believe they
are not absolved of responsibility when it comes to content delivery. For instance, in addition to
intervening in contexts that contain harmful behaviors such as toxic language or child abuse [58, 81],
they need to be wary of increasing the visibility of content that is false or misleading, e.g., through
“trending” or “recommending” it.

6.5 Leveraging Assessments without Compliance from Platforms
The adoption of our proposed affordances requires persuading platforms, perhaps through activism
or legislation, to adopt a content curationmodel that is not as focused on increasing user engagement
as the present. Until that goal is realized, we can explore ways to leverage the affordances without
compliance from the platforms. For instance, the credibility cues and assessments implemented
into the tool in our study can be offered via a browser extension that recognizes content via its
URL as users browse various news websites. The extension could then allow users to assess and
see the assessments of their trusted sources in-situ on the article. As social media posts also have
their unique URLs, the extension could support the proposed features on social media platforms as
well. Some of these platforms have made it notoriously hard for third party extensions to reliably
read or edit content on them. However, extensions such as FB Purity that modify the Facebook
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feed demonstrate that with sufficient effort it is possible to compete in this arms race. Future work
can investigate the feasibility and implications of this approach.

7 Limitations & Future Work
7.1 User Sample
A potential limitation of both Study 1 and Study 2 is the demographics of our participant sample
who were rather highly educated and had high income. The skewed demographics may have been
a consequence of recruitment via snowball sampling. We also acknowledge that the scale of the
user study was relatively small which is due to the fact that recruiting for longitudinal studies in
which participants are required to sign up as part of a group that already has connections and
commit to performing tasks over an extended period of time is difficult. However, while we cannot
generalize that all potential users will find our designs useful, the subset of users that we studied
did in fact find them valuable. Even if our affordances help a user population similar to the one
we studied and their social circle—and do not impact other populations—they still have played a
positive role in the information war. Our work can serve as a stepping stone for additional research
that further investigates how our proposed design decisions are received in other user populations.

7.2 Topic-based Trust
While it is possible to believe a source generally well-informed and sensible in the assessments they
provide, it is not always the case that a source’s trust in the expertise of another in one domain, for
instance healthcare, translates into a universal trust of that source in any domain, e.g., politics [70].
Related was one comment from one of our participants in the user study of the tool: “Making the
idea of trust explicit in one’s assessment is valuable. However, there were only 2 levels of trust: yes or no.
Trust is not usually so binary. I would like to see more levels of trust.” (p-8). Trust on our platform is not
granular at the topic level, however, it can be approximated by using source lists the assessments
of whose members can be used in a manner similar to a source’s trusted list. Therefore, to view
health-related articles that are assessed as accurate by a user’s friends who are knowledgeable
in healthcare, the user need only compile a source list of such friends, and choose to see articles
confirmed by the members of the list. With trust differentiated at the topic level, posts on the
platform should also be classified according to their topics. News publishing media often present
tags along with their article, and these tags could be used as indicators of an article’s topic. Our
platform already allows users to filter posts based on such tags in addition to accuracy signals.
However, a limitation is that these tags may be at finer or coarser levels of granularity than the
topics about which users deem their trusted sources well-informed.

7.3 Propagating Assessment through the Trust Network
One limitation of a customized trust-based approach in filtering misinformation is that the set of a
user’s trusted sources may not be large enough or have the expertise to assess content on a variety
of topics. To address this issue, future work can leverage trust transitivity to build a more extensive
trust network for each user. Prior work has examined transitivity of trust in social networks, for
instance in the context of e-commerce, recommender systems, or chat moderation [20, 49, 62]. With
transitive trust relationships, when a user leaves a credibility assessment on a post, the platform
can propagate that information to all the users that either immediately trust or have an indirect
trust path to the assessor, while maintaining the assessor’s anonymity. This chain of trust could
help users benefit from more extensive assessments even though they may not immediately know
the benefactors. Future work can investigate several interesting research questions related to the
incorporation of trust networks. One question for instance, is how fast trust decays as the distance
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of two sources in the network who are connected by an implicitly inferred trust relationship
increases. Another is how assessments from different sources, some not immediately connected to
the user, should be weighted, aggregated, and presented to the user in an interprettable manner.
One scenario could be that each trusted source is given an equal weight in deciding the accuracy of
an article. In another scenario, the user could decide that a particular source or rationale be given
priority over others.

7.4 Misplaced Trust
Finally, we acknowledge that our proposed design is not a panacea for the misinformation problem.
While we found in both the Study 1 and Study 2 that many of our participants would like to receive
assessments from the people they trust, we acknowledge that some users may place their trust
in sources that are not credible, such as media manipulators. Nevertheless, as mentioned in the
Discussion, if such users trust at least one person or entity with credible assessments, our design
could highlight the disputed posts to them, and encourage them to explore further.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we explored the potentials of incorporating three user affordances into social media
in an effort to give users more agency in combating misinformation: accuracy assessments of
posts by users as part of the data model, users indicating whose assessments they trust, and filters
that users can configure to display or hide posts based on assessments provided by sources they
trust. We validated the need for these affordances through a survey of a diverse set of 192 people.
These users indicated that they already ask for assessments from their social circle and provide
assessments to them. They do so by using the affordances offered by platforms for other purposes,
such as like, comment, or share which can be interpreted by platforms as signals of engagement, or
misinterpreted by other users, propagating inaccurate content further. In addition, users follow
sources that they deem trustworthy as well as those they consider untrustworthy for a variety of
reasons and have difficulty adjusting their feed to show or hide certain content to them, as it is
a curation algorithm that is in charge. These findings all confirm the need for facilitating users’
practices through the integration of our proposed affordances onto platforms.
We then evaluated our design affordances through a user study of 14 users on a social content

sharing platformwe prototyped that provides the affordances. The user study gained us an empirical
understanding of how users would perceive and use these affordances in a realistic setting. Users
perceived value in accuracy signals and providing and seeking accuracy assessments. They were
capable of providing assessments based on various rationales, suggesting that they should not
be treated as passive consumers who need to be saved but rather be given the right tools to help
themselves and their social circle against misinformation. Additionally, we observed that they
configured their filters in different ways, some setting a default to only view posts confirmed by
their trusted sources occasionally peeking at refuted or disputed posts, and others choosing to
include articles of all accuracy statuses in their feed. These various preferences indicate the appeal of
being in control of one’s feed. We draw from the results of the user study to offer recommendations
to tool designers on how to incorporate our proposed affordances into platforms.
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Fig. 7. Figure shows the graph of participants’ relationship with other sources. Four types of nodes are
shown in the figure: 1. Lime colored nodes depict participants who completed the user study; 2. Black nodes
depict participants who abandoned the study before its completion; 3. Blue nodes show proxy accounts for
news publishing entities (e.g., CNN); 4. Grey nodes show other individual users who had an account on the
platform but that did not participate in the user study. Some of these accounts belonged to members of our
research team or the broader research lab. The reason that these nodes are included in the graph is that they
were trusted or followed by study participants. The nodes (individual or proxy accounts for news publishing
entities) that none of the participants followed or trusted are not shown in the graph. The graph edges denote
follow and trust relationships and all originate from user study participants; i.e., the figure does not show the
relationship between grey and blue nodes. The orange edges denote follow and the green edges denote trust
relationships. A purple edge between a pair of nodes (outgoing from node A to B) marks that A both trusts
and follows B.
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Fig. 8. Figure shows the graph of participants’ relationship with other users of the study including those
who dropped out. Two types of nodes are shown in the figure: 1. Lime colored nodes depict participants who
completed the user study; 2. Black nodes depict participants who abandoned the study before its completion.
The graph edges show follow and trust relationships. The orange edges denote follow relationship. An orange
edge outgoing from node A to B denotes that node A follows B. If both A and B follow each other, the edge
between them is bidirectional. A purple edge between a pair of nodes (outgoing from node A to B) marks that
A both trusts and follows B. We observe that trust between pairs of users in our study were often (but not
always) bidirectional.
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Table 2. Examples of some of the rationales that we observed in our user study of the social content sharing
platform and the types of claims our participants chose to assess.

Headline Assessment Rationale Type

Why The Apple M1 Chip Is So
Fast - A Developer Explains (Pro-
duction Expert)

“This is a technical area I understand and I find the article
plausible given my knowledge of the state of the art.” (p-20)

High degree of
knowledge on the
topic

U.S. Orthodox leadership congrat-
ulated Biden, but many in commu-
nity stick to Trump (Haaretz)

“I am amazed by the small number of orthodox folks I know
who think the President should challenge the results” (p-12)

Firsthand knowl-
edge

Partisan differences in physical
distancing are linked to health out-
comes during the COVID-19 pan-
demic (Nature)

“Nature is an esteemed journal with a reputation for sound
scientific research” (p-10)

The claim is from
a trusted source.

Fox News forced to issue re-
traction on election fraud claims
after legal challenge (Occupy
Democrats)

“I verified on other sites and watched the Lou Dobbs segment
itself to verify this article is correct.” (p-8)

Confirmed by
other trusted
sources

‘Very low’ rates of coronavirus in
schools, British study finds (Yahoo
News)

“Although published in Dec 2020; this article reports on a study
conducted in the UK from June - July. During that period;
COVID was controlled in the UK with cases decreasing. The
article notes that the study found that for every 5 cases in 100k
people; the odds of a school outbreak increased by 72%. Assum-
ing a linear; (rather than exponential) trend; I would estimate
school infections are more than 700% more likely to occur in the
UK In December 2020; when this article was published. There-
fore; I view this article as inaccurate at best.” (p-13).

The claim ap-
pears to be
inaccurate based
on its presenta-
tion (its language,
flawed logic, etc.).

Where is the kit to protect NHS
workers? (The Guardian)

“Sounds plausible from what I’ve been hearing from UK medics
and from my medical experience in the UK. I remember running
around the hospital almost everyday looking for resources (that
should’ve been well stocked) at one of the top hospitals in the
country.” (p-14)

Consistent with
past experiences
and observations
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